Is our attention span online really LESS
than that of a goldfish?
If so, how do we write for the web so that people will read it?
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“More than half of mobile users leave

a website that takes more than three seconds
to load, according to the research released

last week* by browser testing platform
LambdaTest.”

REF: Consumer Attention Span
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* Last week = 28 January 2021

HOW TO
Create great web
content

Attracts

Imagery is key

Informs

Keep it up to date

Who are your Target Audiences?

Does it meet customers’ needs?

For EACH AUDIENCE
create content that -

What do we want them to do as a result?

Engages

Where do we want them to go next?

prompts action

Retains

They know there
will be new &
relevant
content

What makes great content?
1. Useful, relevant , easy to use

2. Clear, accurate , and SHORT
3. Encourages/enables action

4. Right tone of voice & style - simple, clear, direct.
5. Looks attractive - white space, images

6.Easy to find - on the page, and by
Google
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Search
Engine
Optimisation
(SEO)
is
how you get Google to display your content near the top of its list, in
response to a search: 93% of web traffic goes through search, 80%* via
Google

GOAL: bigger impact in less time
* Google delivered 76% desktop and 86% mobile searches in 2019

How to use keywords – that Google will pick up
Using keywords USED to be the ONLY way that search engines could understand the relevance
of the content on your website: now there’s more – but keywords are still the basis of how
search engines find content

YOUR CUSTOMER/VISITOR TO YOUR WEBSITE
What does he look for? How? What words might he use to search?
So – your keywords are the ones that he might key in. Plan from his perspective.

Try keying your proposed keywords in to Google and see what comes up.

e.g. Searching for info about u3a Day - your keywords on your page might be
U3a Day; u3a day; U3A day; U3A Day; June; u3acelebration; etc.

N.B. SOME of your keywords go in the text, but more go in your web editing section.
Keywords that are invisible to the public are called Tags or Metadata. They are keyed in by web editors
search engines can find the content. You can add common mis-spellings or variants like enews or6 e-ne

How to use #hashtags
If you want to link your website & your social media, you may wish to align your keywords with your hashtags.
# Hashtags connect social media content, make it easier to find information relevant to that
hashtag.
• They start with # but won’t work if you use spaces, punctuation or symbols #u3aday NOT
#u3a day!
• You have to use a specific hashtag CONSISTENTLY. U3A u3a and U3a are all DIFFERENT.
• Make them short and easy to remember, not multiple words. Be specific and clear.

• Use sparingly - limit the number of hashtags you use so that people can remember them.
N.B. People can follow hashtags as well as people. It may expand your audience.

If you have an important hashtag, it should also be one of your keywords
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Hashtagify.me (free, of course) helps you can search any hashtag and see how popular it is.

How to help your customer find what they’re looking for
Do I really
need to
know all
this?

YOUR CUSTOMER/VISITOR TO YOUR WEBSITE

Mostly they already know that the information is on your website,
so they don’t need to Search on Google. So How can you make your information easy to find?

1. Organize and Label your site logically: “welcome” isn’t useful
- “Organisation” might be better. Label clearly what is in that section

2. Specific headings and subheadings : remember “topic sentences*”

3. Clear, unambiguous, SHORT writing, short words and sentences.

*A topic sentence is the sentence that tells the main idea of a paragraph. It says what the paragraph will be
abo
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and then the rest of the paragraph is built around this topic.

Writing for the web- why is it different?
“on

the average webpage, users read 28% of the
words during an average visit; 20% is more likely.
“(Nilsen Research*)

Web search and reading is task-oriented.
They’re reading to find something, NOT for pleasure.
Newsletters may be copied to the website for people to find info.
*How Little Do Users Read? (nngroup.com), 2008 9

1. Put important information up front

CHECKLIST

2. Use the words your customers use - their keywords

Writing
for a
page on
the web

4. Summarise content in an introductory paragraph, then for more info,
offer a hyperlink to a file, to avoid many words on a page.

3. Use clear headlines and subheadings

5. BE BRIEF: maximum 20 words per sentence, 5 sentences per
paragraph
6. Use bullets and numbered lists
7. Use visuals to reinforce your message – ideally moving ones, GIFs,
Use white space

video
8.

to visually separate information.

9. Use the ACTIVE not passive voice - “You can,” not, “It may be
possible to…”
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N.B. The customer is “you” - the organisation is “we.”

Pictures

- worth 1000 words?

We process visuals 60,000 times
faster than text. Excite people!
93% of communication is non-verbal

Content : memorable & concise. Less has more impact
ATTRACT people via a strong appropriate image & short powerful headline

The Daily Mail has the most popular online news site in the UK
It’s over 70% images: a typical story is a picture with a short
headline, and you click through to learn more.

Content
isn’t just about
what you write.

It’s also about
However serious and detailed the story, the picture dominates.
what you leave out
There’s some evidence that the more serious a story is, the
MORE images are used – e.g. Covid stories are awash with charts,
maps and pictures of people. Take a look!

“If I’d had
more time, I would
have written less.”
Mark Twain

Images and copyright: use free ones

SITES WITH FREE IMAGES

Pexels
If you use an image without the owner’s permission, or use an image of
Pixabay
someone without their consent, then you may infringe copyright and
Unsplash
could be prosecuted. Avoid this by using “rights-free” images or ones
Dreamstime
with a “Creative Commons” licence. Make sure you’re using free images,
Fromoldbooks.org
as they advertise paid-for ones too. Even better, take your own!
WorldImages
Flickr - the Commons
MAKE IMAGES ACCESSIBLE to people with screenreaders, AND improve
Google Images; Wikimedia Commons
the searchability of your site by tagging them and providing Alt Text.
Burst
Before you add an image, change its filename to something relevant to
MorgueFile
the page and include one of your keywords for the page.
StockSnap.io
Alternative Text (Alt). If you provide alt text for every image, it will show
StockVault
up in place of your image if a browser has trouble loading it.
Picdrome
AND REMEMBER - A website doesn’t need hi-res images. If they’re
PD photo
big they may slow down the site, and search engines consider site
speed.
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Emojis‘re better than no visual at all – free, and they work!
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The Rise of Video

nline video viewing to reach 100 minutes a day in 202
25 days

• Implication: standards for video are high

• Is video the best tool for the job?
• Keep it short (less than 3min), ALWAYS caption it
Captioning is automatic and FREE on YouTube
• Plenty of advice on Google
*Online video viewing to reach 100 minutes a day in 2021 – Zenith (zenithmedia.com)
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A bit of well-judged humour may encourage people to read on…

NOTE THE
HASHTAG
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Animation is more visually interesting…

Good luck

with creating great content for your website (don’t rely on luck!

backup” slides:
example of an on-message website,
consistent and clear: WI.

“
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CLEAR PRIMARY PURPOSE FOR MEMBERSHIP ORGANISATION: recruit members
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Members subscribe
for updates
Runs adverts for
Members
All links at the end

Social Media:
Facebook, Twitter
Instagram only
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sustains focus on
recruiting members
- Addresses “you” directly
- Case studies & images
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